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Abstract-we simplify and improve our techniques of the association of long integers with poly- 
nomials for computations in the ring of integers and apply these techniques to the computation of 
the signs of matrix determinants, Sturm sequences, and other algebraic and geometric predicates. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our subject is the computation of a sign of a fixed expression in the ring of integers. This is 
a central problem of geometric and algebraic computations, which includes such major special 
cases as the computation of the Cauchy index of a rational fraction (covering in particular Sturm 
sequences) and of the sign of a matrix determinant We refer the reader to [1,2], and references 
therein on background and recent progress. 
The major practical requirement to the solution algorithms is to ensure the correct output by 
computing with a fixed single or double precision, since computer implementations of variable 
and/or multiple precision, as well as infinite precision symbolic computation are currently much 
more costly in terms of computer time and memory involved. 
In this paper, we extend the technique of the association of long integers with polynomials 
proposed in [2, Section 111, but employ it more directly towards the goal stated above, to sim- 
plify the approach of [2] and to accentuate its power. Whereas this technique was developed 
and elaborated in [2] as a part of Chinese remainder algorithm, our present simplified version 
can be used in any algorithm performing in the ring of integers. This version is close to the 
usual techniques of multiprecision computation (see [3]), but we confine the entire computation 
to operations in the ring of univariate polynomials where all coefficients are single precision in- 
tegers. Unlike much more involved and expensive packages of subroutines available for symbolic 
computation, such a simplified version can be made accessible via a few simple microcodes. Here 
is a formal description of this version. 
DEFINITION. (See [21.) F or a fied integer base b > 1, for any integer a, and any polynomial a(z) 
with integer coefficients such that a(b) = a, define the unique b-associate rb+(x) = sign(a) xi rizi 
of a and a(z) (also called their b-red&ion) satisfying Irb,=(b)l = la), 0 5 ri < b for all i. 
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By definition, rb,a(Z) = 0 iff a = 0, and otherwise, sign(u) coincides with the common sign of 
all nOnzerO Coefficients of rb,a(%). 
Suppose that we have an expression f(ai, . . . , a,) in the ring Z of integers and an algorithm 
that reduces the computation of f(ai, . . . ,a,) to a sequence of ring operations (that is, +, -, 
and *) and that we seek sign(f(ai,. . . , a,)). Then we may fix a base b, replace the input integers 
al,..., a, by their b-associates, perform the ring operations of the algorithm with the b-associates 
of all the integers involved, and read off sign(f(ur , . . . , a,)) from the sign of the coefficients of the 
output b-associate. Similarly, we proceed where we seek the signs of several expressions defined 
in the ring of integers. 
To perform the ring operations (+, -, *) with the b-associates of integers, one may employ the 
known algorithms for integers [3, pp. 251-255, 278-2791. 
The choice of the base b = 2pl(2d+2), where d is the maximum degree of the polynomials involved 
as the operands of the computations, ensures that such computations with a fixed or double 
binary precision p, but with no rounding always produce correct output. The maximum degree d 
is estimated prior to the computation. d = [lo& Ml, where A4 is the maximum absolute value 
of all integers involved in the original algorithm (over integers). In the particularly important 
case of computing the sign of det A, the determinant of a matrix, the value M can be estimated 
based on Hadamard’s bound. For matrices A of small sizes, one may compute det A from its 
recursive decomposition into linear combinations of the minors (subdeterminants). For larger 
sizes, Bareiss’s and other fraction-free methods supply M (via Hadamard’s bound) as a by- 
product of the factorization of A, which gives us det A. 
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